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Abstract—Lithium-ion battery degradation estimation using
fast and noninvasive techniques is a crucial issue in the circular
economy framework of this technology. Currently, most of the
approaches used to establish the battery- state (i.e., State of
Charge (SoC), State of Health (SoH)) require time-consuming
processes. In the present preliminary study, an ultrasound array
was used to assess the influence of the SoC and SoH on the
variations in the time of flight (TOF) and the speed of sound
(SOS) of the ultrasound wave inside the batteries. Nine aged
18650 Lithium-ion batteries were imaged at 100% and 0% SoC
using a Vantage-256 system (Verasonics, Inc.) equipped with a
64-element ultrasound array and a center frequency of 5 MHz
(Imasonic SAS). It was found that second-life batteries have
a complex ultrasound response due to the presence of many
degradation pathways and, thus, making it harder to analyze
the ultrasound measurements. Although further analysis must
be done to elucidate a clear correlation between changes in
the ultrasound wave properties and the battery state estimation,
this approach seems very promising for future nondestructive
evaluation of second-life batteries

Index Terms—Lithium-ion batteries, non-destructive evalua-
tion, second-life batteries, ultrasound, state of charge, state of
health

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical energy storage in form of Lithium-ion
batteries represents the most efficient tool for the decarboniza-
tion and electrification process due to three main factors: (i)
increase the use of renewable energy, (ii) reduce the energy
dependence on oil and gas and, (iii) promote the circular
economy by repurposing batteries that reached the end of
their first useful life to other applications called second-
life batteries (SLBs) [1]. Likewise, the versatility of their
architecture (pouch, cylindrical or prismatic) allows them to
be used in portable and stationary energy applications.

Even more, sales of electric vehicles (EVs) have been
growing all over the world [2], and considering that the
batteries of these systems are in some cases still being changed
at 70-80% of their nominal capacity [3], the use of second-
life batteries (SLBs) is creating an environment conducive
to a circular economy (new) market in the world [4]. In
addition, from the point of view of the use of components
and materials, it is also the promoter of the Recycled batteries
(RBs) -i.e. batteries without an opportunity to use –. In the
case of two-wheeled vehicles (motorcycles and bicycles), these
are still a very young market, for which there is not even

a global regulation coordinated between the main markets
(i.e. EU, USA, China). In this regard, it is to be expected
that in the next decade the return flows of SLBs and RBs,
will have an increasing commercial interest as the lack of
sources of critical materials, especially cobalt, nickel, and
manganese will become increasingly evident. Therefore, from
the perspective of a circular economy and considering what
would be the use of SLBs and RBs, the future scenario for the
most representative electric vehicle segments (cars, campers,
vans, pickups, and two-wheelers) would also mean energy
savings, GHG reduction, and lower water consumption.

In this sense, accurate estimation methods are required to
evaluate the Lithium-ion batteries degradation (which depends
on cathode, anode, electrolyte, and separator) and they remain-
ing useful life to guarantee safety, performance, and longevity
in their applications [5], [6]. Degradation mechanisms in a
macroscopic view result in two principal aspects, a capacity
loss and an increase in the internal resistance. To estimate
these variables is necessary to know two key metrics that
describe the current battery state in terms of its available
energy (State of Charge (SoC)) and current capacity (State of
Health (SoH)). SoC is an indirect measurement that represents
the relation between the average Lithium-ion concentration
in the anode surface at a specific moment compared to the
maximum Lithium-ion concentration that could be stored in
the electrode, and it is usually expressed in percentage points
(i.e., 100% full-charge and 0% full-discharge). On the other
hand, the SoH indicates how much the battery has aged,
expressed by the relation between its current and nominal
capacity. Its values can go from 0% to 100%. Thus, the SoC
estimation is one of the most important features of today’s
battery management systems (BMS) and also due to the
support in precise parameters estimation (such as the accuracy
of SOH simulation) and to prolong the battery life [6], [7].

However, Lithium-ion batteries are complex systems, and
their behavior depends on the demands of users and factors
related to the design (materials and mechanical stress), pro-
duction (methodology), application (temperature, current load,
etc.), and internal reactions [8], [9]. For that reason, previous
studies have focused on the development of non-destructive
techniques, such as ultrasound, to provide information under
operating conditions of the battery and allow an accurate
estimation of SoH/SoC [10], [11]. Hsieh et al. (2015) showed
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a relation between SoC estimations and density distribution in
pouch cell and 18650 cylindrical cells [12]. In their work, they
noted that the time of flight (TOF) amplitudes of ultrasonic
pulses change with the number of charge/discharge cycles.
Later on, Davies et al. (2017) estimated the SoC based on the
measure TOF on batteries showing a correlation in the shift
of the arrival of the ultrasonics pulses during a full charge-
discharge cycle [11].
The aim of this study was to assess the influence of the SoC
and SoH on the variations in the time of flight (TOF) and
the speed of sound (SOS) of the ultrasound waves inside
the batteries with an ultrasonic array for 18650 second-life
Lithium-ion batteries.

II. METHODS

A. Batteries’ conditions

Nine aged (second-life) commercial LG 18650 Lithium- ion
batteries with a nominal capacity of 2600 mAh and a voltage
operation range of 2.75 V (i.e., SoC 0%) to 4.2 V (i.e., SoC
100%) were tested in this work. These batteries were obtained
from BATx (a Colombian company specialized in second-life
battery applications), from an electric two-wheel vehicle that
reach its first-life threshold. BATx estimated their SoH using
a coulomb counting protocol and classified the batteries into
3 groups based on their SOH (Table I). A Constant-Current-
Constant-Voltage (CCCV) charging protocol was used, which
required a first CC charge until a maximum cut-off voltage
level (at 4.2 V) followed by a CV stage until the current
decrease to 5% of the nominal current (Fig. 1A). To set
batteries in the SOC of 0% state, the batteries were discharged
with a CC method from high to low cut-off voltage levels (Fig.
1B).

TABLE I
BATTERIES’ CONDITIONS

Experiments’ conditions
Groups Name Actual capacity (mAh) SoH

Battery 11 2594 1.00
Battery 12 2488 0.96Group 1
Battery 13 2389 0.92
Battery 21 2314 0.89
Battery 22 2246 0.86Group 2
Battery 23 2152 0.83
Battery 31 2063 0.79
Battery 32 2037 0.78Group 3
Battery 33 2020 0.78

B. Ultrasound acquisitions

Batteries were imaged at 100% (charged) and 0% SOC
(discharged) conditions using an ultrasound array with 64
elements (0.5-mm pitch) and a center frequency of 5 MHz
(Imasonic SAS). The ultrasound array was placed longitu-
dinally on the battery, assuring that the imaging plane cut
the battery’s diameter (Fig. 1C). Ten ultrasound frames were
acquired using a Vantage 256 system (Verasonics, Inc.) with
plane-wave imaging sequence at a frame rate of 1 kHz for

Fig. 1. Battery processes: A) charging and B) discharging. C) Ultrasound
experimental setup

each battery. The cell was then rotated every 45 degrees (i.e.,
8 locations) and the acquisitions were repeated (Fig. 1C).

C. Time of flight and speed of sound measurements

The TOF and SOS were calculated using an autocorrelation
function on the backscatter signal from the 1st and 2nd back
wall echoes (samples around 200 and 400, respectively in
Fig. 2). This process was performed for each acquisition and
element in the array. Given the sampling rate of 20 MHz and
the peak form the autocorrelation function, the TOF shift was
calculated. In addition, given the dimensions of the 18650
batteries of 18-mm diameter and the TOF, the SOS was
calculated inside the battery. Furthermore, the data measured
from the first and last 6 elements of the probe were discarded
to avoid any artefacts in the signal due to coupling between
the battery and the probe.

Fig. 2. Radio-frequency amplitude signals for each of the 64 channels

D. ’In operando’ measurement

A first ’In operando’ experiment was conducted using the
same conditions for a charge/discharge cycle while acquiring
continuous ultrasound data every 30 seconds This experiment
was carried on battery 13, using an acetate hand-made case
to support the battery holder shown in Fig. 1 to maintain
electrically isolate the battery contacts, which was submerged
in water during the whole process to ensure coupling with the
ultrasound transducer.



III. RESULTS

A clear trend between the TOF estimation and the charged
and discharged conditions was not obtained for every battery
used in this study (Fig. 3). However, batteries 11, 21, and 33
(which are identified with a green dot in Fig. 3) showed an
average higher TOF for the signals of each element on the
100% SOC condition compared to the 0% condition. Battery
13 showed a low standard deviation in its TOF estimations for
all the elements compared to the other batteries. Meanwhile,
battery 12 (identified with a blue dot in Fig. 3) had the opposite
behavior where the full-discharge condition showed a higher
TOF for the acoustic signal.

No significant difference between discharged and charged
conditions was observed for the rest of the batteries as shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Time of flight estimations for each group and each battery for both
tested conditions. (The Green dots indicate the batteries where the TOF was
higher for a 100% SoC and the blue dot indicates the battery where the TOF
was higher for a 0% SoC)

Likewise, there is not a clear trend between SOS/TOF with
the SoH at this point as can be seen in Fig. 4. However,
for SoH between 0.93 and 0.86 an increase of TOF and a
decrease of SOS was observed for higher levels of battery
degradation, which means lower SoH values for both charged
and discharged conditions.

The results of the “in operando” experiment are shown in
Figure 5. In Panel A are the echoes obtained at the beginning
of the CC phase of the charging process. Panel B shows the
signals in the onset of the CV portion of the charge procedure.
While Panels C and D show the starting of the CC discharge
phase and the complete discharge state, respectively for the
battery 13. No clear trends were observed for TOF and SOS
estimations. However, a variation in the amplitude of the
acoustic signal was identified during the charging/discharging
process on the regions corresponding the echoes from the
backwall (red areas in Fig. 5). In this case, the amplitude of
the signals decreased during the charging and increased again
in the course of the discharging.

IV. DISCUSSION

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are few
works devoted to estimating the state of second-life batteries.
These batteries have complex degradation pathways compare
to factory-new cells or laboratory-aged batteries. In particular

Fig. 4. Time of flight measurements and speed of sound measurements against
batteries’ state of health. A) TOF for full-charged condition, B) TOF for full-
discharged condition, C) SOS for full-charged condition and D) SOS for
full-discharged condition. Groups from Table I are classified by colors

Fig. 5. Ultrasonic response for the 64 channels for different stages of a
charge/discharge cycle: A) start of the CC charge phase, B) start of the CV
charge phase, C) start of the CC discharge stage, D) end of the process

call coming from electric mobility applications tend to be sub-
jected to abusive conditions depending on the users’ behavior
and the environmental factors [13]. Even though the results
from this work have not provide conclusive results, we are
currently improving the measurement protocols and further
experiments are being conducted to confirm these preliminary
results. Nevertheless, this work showed that battery state has
an influence on ultrasound measurements such as TOF and
SOS, and could be used in the future for estimating the state
of batteries. This approach is faster than conventional methods
such as coulomb counting since it can be performed in very
short time (ms) [14].

Additionally, cylindrical batteries have a higher acoustic
complexity compared to pouch cells, which are the most
common reported cell geometry on the literature for ultrasound



experiments. While pouch cells have a layered structure with
clear differentiation between layers, the 18650-cell design
typically consists of 15 to 25 layered windings [2].

Furthermore, according to some authors, the two phases (CC
and CV) during the charging process have contrary acoustic
effects. For instance, in [15] is shown that there is a decrease
in the acoustic TOF during the CC charging phase while there
is an increase in the TOF during the CV section. Also, in
the same study it was reported for the TOF an increase in
CC discharging and a decrease for relaxation periods where
the battery is not forced with an electrical current. When
comparing our results to this previous work, it is important
to take into account that our measurements were taken in a
SOC of 0% and 100%, therefore, we were not able to explore
the changes inside both phases. Moreover, in our experiments
the batteries had undergone the relaxation period described in
[15].

The changes in amplitude in the “in operando” exper-
iment suggest structural changes on each stage of the
charge/discharge cycle, which lead to mechanical properties
changes inside the battery and thus in the ultrasound waves
propagation. However, the causes for these effects are difficult
to explain at this time and would need further experiments and
research.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study we used ultrasound measurements to explore
the state of second-life batteries from an electric mobility com-
mercial application. Even though there was no clear correlation
between ultrasound battery response and battery state variables
(such as SoC and SoH) at this point, we believe there is still a
significant opportunity to use ultrasound to assess battery state
in different applications. Further ’In operando’ experiments
must be performed to track the changes in the ultrasound
signals and their relationship with battery state variables.

As ultrasound wave characteristics such as TOF and SOS
appear to be related to SoC and SoH, we believe that the
analysis of ultrasound wave propagation inside Lithium-ion
batteries will be a valuable tool to assess second-life applica-
tions and help in implementing a circular economy framework
around batteries.
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